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The observed correlation between the far-infrared and radio luminosities of star-forming galaxies (SFGs) shows
the close connection between star formation and cosmic-ray production. LOFAR recently extended radio obser-
vations of the related correlation with star formation rate to lower frequencies (150 MHz), finding a peculiar ra-
dio excess in galaxies with high stellar masses and low star-formation rates. We show that recycled/millisecond
pulsars (MSPs) can dominate the non-thermal emission in these massive quiescent galaxies and explain the
excess. This is supported by recent data suggesting that MSPs can efficiently convert a large fraction of their
spin-down power to e+e− pairs. We find that MSP-based models provide a significantly improved (formally
> 19σ, though systematic errors dominate) fit to LOFAR data. We discuss implications for the radio-FIR
correlation, the observation of radio excesses in nearby galaxies, and local electron and positron observations.
I. INTRODUCTION
The radio–far-infrared (FIR) correlation is a cornerstone in
our understanding of star-formation and cosmic-ray physics.
Throughout their brief lives, massive stars produce bright radi-
ation that is absorbed by interstellar dust and re-emitted in the
FIR. In their violent deaths, these stars produce shocks that ac-
celerate charged particles to GeV and higher energies. These
cosmic rays lose energy via hadronic, inverse-Compton, and
synchrotron interactions, producing a bright non-thermal ra-
dio flux, among other emissions. The close correlation be-
tween non-thermal radio and FIR emission has been found
over a wide range of galactic masses and star-formation rates
[1–18]. A similar correlation has been found between the
gamma-ray and FIR fluxes, providing additional support for
the cosmic-ray origin of the radio emission [19–21].
The increasingly high precision of radio and infrared mea-
surements has isolated several confounding variables, includ-
ing environmental effects [22] and AGN contributions [23,
24], and produced resolved analyses of the radio-FIR correla-
tion within galaxies [25–30]. Intriguingly, observations have
detected dispersion in the radio-FIR correlation in the least lu-
minous SFGs. Early studies of low-luminosity galaxies found
that both the FIR (due to ineffective dust absorption) and radio
(due to ineffective cosmic-ray trapping) fluxes fall below pre-
dictions based on “calorimetric” models (which require that
both ultraviolet photons and cosmic rays lose all their energy
in the galaxy). The breakdown of calorimetry implies that a
conspiracy of factors must exist to maintain the radio-FIR cor-
relation over such a large dynamic range [31, 32].
Because the FIR flux may not always trace the SFR accu-
rately, many studies have included optical and UV measure-
ments to better probe the physical correlation between star for-
mation and non-thermal emission (e.g., Refs. [33–38]). The
radio-SFR correlation is expressed as Lr ∝ SFRα, where Lr
is the radio luminosity, and α is the power-law index. Recent
observations find α exceeding unity (e.g., [33–35, 37, 38]),
which can be attributed to increasing cosmic-ray confinement
in rapidly star-forming systems.
Radio flux measurements of SFGs have been primarily car-
ried out at GHz frequencies, where both thermal and non-
thermal components can contribute. LOFAR recently made
measurements at 150 MHz [37–40], where the flux is expected
to be dominated by non-thermal components, providing a di-
rect probe of cosmic-ray physics. Recently, Gu¨rkan et al. [39]
(hereafter, G18) combined a model of spectral energy distribu-
tions (MAGPHYS [41]) and photometric data from UV to sub-
millimeter to calculate the SFR, correcting for modifications
to the FIR-SFR relationship in the least luminous galaxies.
Interestingly, G18 observed excess radio emission in galax-
ies with low star-formation rates, compared to expectations
from the radio-SFR correlation. Splitting their galaxy cata-
log into two components, they found that the trend is most
pronounced in galaxies with total stellar masses that exceed
109.5 M, indicating that galaxy mass may play an impor-
tant role in determining the total radio luminosity. While sev-
eral effects, including contributions from active galactic nu-
clei (AGN), pulsars, or Type-Ia SN were briefly mentioned,
there is, at present, no clear explanation for this observation.
In this work, we propose that radio emission from re-
cycled, millisecond pulsars (MSPs) may significantly con-
tribute to (and even dominate) the radio luminosity of
high-mass/low-SFR galaxies. Unlike supernova remnants
(SNRs) and normal pulsars, which trace recent star formation,
MSPs first evolve through long-lived low-mass X-ray binary
(LMXB) phases [42] and then slowly spin down over ∼ Gyr
timescales [43, 44]. Thus, the MSP luminosity depends on the
integrated star-formation rate over the last ∼1–10 Gyr.
We produce the first quantitative fit to LOFAR data using
models that include MSPs, finding that physically motivated
MSP models improve the fit to LOFAR data by >19 σ. The
paper is outlined as follows. In Sec. II, we present theoretical
estimates for the radio flux from SNRs, normal pulsars, and
MSPs. In Sec. III, we explain our methodology for fitting the
LOFAR data. In Sec. IV, we show the results of our analysis,
and, in Sec. V, we discuss the implications of our results.
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2II. THEORETICAL MODELS FOR RADIO EMISSION
FROM SNRS AND MSPS
In ordinary galaxies, the dominant source of the diffuse
non-thermal radio flux is due to the synchrotron emission
of relativistic electrons in weak (∼ µG) galactic magnetic
fields. Here we consider production within discrete sources.
SNRs produce both primary electrons in the shock wave and
secondary electrons through the acceleration and subsequent
hadronic interactions of relativistic protons. Pulsars pro-
duce relativistic electrons directly in their magnetospheres.
In Secs. II A–II D, we estimate the radio emission from each
source class, showing that electrons from MSPs can be im-
portant in quiescent galaxies. In Sec. II E, we summarize our
radio emission model.
A. Supernova Remnants (Primary)
Core-collapse supernovae inject ∼1051 erg of kinetic en-
ergy into the ISM, a subdominant fraction of which (roughly
ηSNe ∼ 10−3) is used to accelerate ambient electrons to rela-
tivistic energies [45–47]. To calculate the SNR flux in an SFG,
we assume an SFR-dependent core-collapse supernova rate of
0.015ψ yr−1 [48], where ψ is the galactic SFR in M yr−1.
This produces a steady-state electron injection power of:
QSN, prim.e = 5× 1038ψ
(
ηSNe
10−3
)
erg s−1. (1)
In Section II E, we discuss the conversion of this electron
power into synchrotron emission.
B. Supernova Remnants (Secondary)
SNRs also produce a significant population of non-thermal
protons, which carry a much larger fraction (ηSNp ∼ 0.1)
of the supernova kinetic energy. These protons can subse-
quently interact with the interstellar medium to produce pions,
which promptly decay to produce secondary particles, includ-
ing electrons and positrons (hereafter, electrons). The fraction
of proton power transferred to pions is denoted fpp, and de-
pends on the mass, density, and diffusion properties of the
specific galaxy. In the Milky Way, measurements of gamma-
ray emission indicate fpp is approximately 0.03 [49].
In each collision, approximately 1/6 of the initial proton
energy is converted into relativistic electrons, while the rest
is converted primarily into secondary protons, neutrinos and
gamma rays. Therefore, the total electron power produced via
these “secondary” electrons is:
QSN, sec.e = 8× 1037ψ
(
fpp
10−2
)(
ηSNp
0.1
)
erg s−1. (2)
Thus, the conversion of SNR power to electron power has a to-
tal efficiency 16η
SN
p fpp. If this exceeds η
SN
e , then synchrotron
emission from secondary electrons dominates the galactic
synchrotron emission. Because ηp is unlikely to significantly
vary between galaxies, the efficiency fpp determines the dom-
inance of primary or secondary electrons. The efficiency fpp
is higher for galaxies that can confine cosmic rays longer, and
which have higher collision rates between cosmic rays and
dense interstellar gas. It is generally expected that fpp even-
tually approaches unity (the calorimetric limit) in the strong
magnetic fields and high densities of the most intensely star-
forming galaxies [32, 50].
This transition is consistent with gamma-ray observa-
tions of intensely star-forming galaxies, which indicate
that the gamma-ray–FIR correlation exceeds unity, with
Lγ ∝ L1.18IR [20]. This suggests that fpp scales as ∼ ψ0.18.
The value of fpp is also estimated for nearby galaxies: it
is ∼1% for the Small Magellanic Cloud [48], on the or-
der of 10% for nearby starbursts M82 and NGC253 [51],
and may reach unity for ultraluminous infrared galaxies like
Arp220 [52]. This indicates that secondary electrons are gen-
erally subdominant for ordinary galaxies, but can dominate in
starburst sources [32, 53].
In the following, we assume a scaling between fpp and ψ:
fpp = αppψ
βpp . (3)
This is a simplification, as fpp should in principle be related
to multiple parameters such as the gas mass, galactic size, and
magnetic field strength. However, we find that the exact mod-
eling of fpp does not significantly affect our conclusions.
C. Normal Pulsars
Neutron stars are born as the remnants of core-collapse
supernovae, with a rotational energy on the order of
1048(Pi/150 ms)
−2 erg, where Pi is the initial rotational pe-
riod of the pulsar and is commonly assumed to follow a Gaus-
sian distribution centered at 50–300 ms, and with compara-
ble variation [54, 55]. Over their lifetimes, these pulsars spin
down, and their rotational energy is released as a relativis-
tic wind of magnetized e+e− plasma (the pulsar wind). This
interacts with the ambient medium to create a shock where
e+e− are accelerated to very high energies to produce a pulsar
wind nebula (PWN). Recent studies of non-thermal gamma
rays around evolved pulsars (“TeV halos”) have shown that
pulsars convert a large fraction (ηPSRe ∼ 10 − 30%) of their
spindown power into e+e− pairs [56, 57]. Assuming that the
pulsar production rate is equivalent to the supernova rate, we
obtain a steady-state electron power:
QPSRe = 5× 1037ψ
(
Pi
150 ms
)−2(
ηPSRe
0.1
)
erg s−1. (4)
By a comparison of Eq. (4) to Eq. (1), the pulsar contribu-
tion is subdominant to the primary electron flux from super-
novae. However, there are multiple uncertainties (most im-
portantly in ηPSRe and Pi) that may affect this conclusion. In
particular, the average value of (Pi)−2 is relatively uncon-
strained by pulsar statistics, which induce significant uncer-
tainties in this estimate (e.g., the Crab pulsar was born with
Pi ∼ 20 ms [58]).
3It is important to note that the comparison between SNR
and pulsar energetics is also energy-dependent. PWNe typi-
cally have a flat radio spectrum (d lnFν/d ln ν ' −0.2) [59,
60], which indicates that radio-emitting electrons have a hard
spectrum (d lnNe/d lnEe > −2), i.e., that most of the en-
ergy is contained in higher-energy electrons that typically ra-
diate X-rays. In contrast, SNRs are energetically dominated
by low-energy electrons (d lnNe/d lnEe < −2) that typi-
cally produce radio emission. Since our study focuses on LO-
FAR observations at 150 MHz, SNR contributions are likely
more dominant in our study, compared to studies conducted
at GHz frequencies. However, because we study only the in-
tegrated radio flux at a single frequency, our model cannot, in
principle, differentiate these components.
Radio pulsars also directly produce pulsed, beamed radio
emission. However, the fraction of the power carried by this
emission is negligible, ∼ 10−4 [61].
D. Recycled/Millisecond Pulsars (MSPs)
The time dependence of MSP cosmic-ray injection is
unique compared to every other source of galactic cosmic-
rays. While emission from core-collapse SNe and nor-
mal pulsars (Eqs. 1, 2, and 4) depends on the current star-
formation rate (ψ), MSPs first evolve through long stellar-
binary and LMXB phases, and inject cosmic-rays only after
a significant time lag. Moreover, MSPs continue to acceler-
ate non-thermal electrons over a long spin-down timescale,
with a spin-down power that is relatively constant over ∼
10(Pi/5 ms)
2(Bs/10
8.5 G)−2 Gyr, where Bs is the mag-
netic field strength. Thus, the cosmic-ray injection from
MSPs traces the average star-formation rate (ψ¯) over the last
∼10 Gyrs. Indeed, MSPs are important sources of gamma-
ray emission from globular clusters [62, 63] and the Galactic
bulge [64, 65] , which indicates that they can power old stellar
systems.
While ψ¯ is not typically known for most galaxies, the to-
tal stellar mass (M∗) serves as an excellent tracer of star-
formation over long timescales. Indeed, stellar mass is com-
monly employed as a tracer for the total population of low-
mass X-ray binaries (LMXBs), which are the primary progen-
itors of MSPs [66–69]. We assume that the total power from
MSPs (QMSP) also correlates with the mass.
Because there are significant uncertainties in the transition
from the LMXB to MSP phase (and thus their relative rates),
we normalize the MSP population using gamma-ray obser-
vations of Milky Way MSPs. Recent work by Ref. [70] at-
tempted to address the effect of incompleteness in the ob-
servation of dim MSPs, and estimated the total luminosity
of galactic MSPs to fall between (0.5 − 3) × 1038 erg s−1,
which is consistent with previous studies [71–73] (see, how-
ever, Ref. [74], which finds a smaller value). Here, we nor-
malize the total luminosity as LMW38 = L
MW
MSP/10
38 erg s−1.
The stellar mass in the Milky Way disk is 5× 1010 M [75],
which suggests the following relation:
QMSPtotal = 2×1038LMW38
(
M∗
1010M
)( ηγ
0.1
)−1
erg s−1, (5)
where ηγ is the conversion efficiency from spindown power to
gamma-ray luminosity, estimated to be ∼ 10% [76].
These estimates do not include a contribution from galac-
tic globular clusters, which might enhance the total gamma-
ray luminosity from the galaxy. We note that the Milky Way
value may not be typical. Studies of the LMXB population by
Ref. [77] found that, while LMXBs are expected to trace stel-
lar mass, the LMXB population of the Milky Way is roughly
2.5 times smaller than a chosen population of nearby Milky
Way analogs. In particular, morphological analyses of the
M31 galactic bulge indicate that the MSP population of M31
may be up to a factor of 4 larger than expectations based on
Milky Way models [70, 78].
The total MSP intensity may also vary between individual
galaxies due to evolutionary effects. In particular, the time lag
between the birth of binary stars and the production of MSPs
is expected to be∼Gyr, depending on the main-sequence life-
time of the companion star and the length of LMXB phase.
Thus, in galaxies that have formed stars relatively recently
(∼Gyr ago), most of binaries may not yet evolved into MSPs.
On the other hand, the spindown timescale of MSPs may also
vary significantly, depending on the initial parameters Pi and
Bs, which may not be common in all environments. Because
massive galaxies formed the bulk of their stellar mass more
than∼ 8−10 Gyr ago [79, 80], the spindown power of MSPs
might start to be decreasing.
The power and spectrum of electrons produced by MSPs
are highly uncertain, both theoretically and observationally.
As in the case of normal pulsars, a substantial relativistic elec-
tron population is accelerated within the strong electric and
magnetic fields of the pulsar magnetosphere. Notably, de-
spite magnetic field strengths that are several orders of mag-
nitude smaller than normal pulsars, the gamma-ray spectrum
of MSPs and normal pulsars is almost identical, indicating
that they may also accelerate similar electron populations.
However, unlike normal pulsars, MSPs rarely produce bright
PWNe [81–83], and thus the relativistic electron may not be
subsequently accelerated by a termination shock. This also
indicates that energy losses of electrons due to the adiabatic
expansion of the nebula and synchrotron cooling inside it are
much less important for MSPs, allowing a larger fraction of
the injected power to be released into the ISM. Thus, it is
likely that the ISM electron spectrum produced by MSPs dif-
fers substantially from that produced by normal pulsars.
The conversion efficiency ηMSPe is uncertain, and a wide
range of values from a few percent to 90% have been tested
in the literature. To date, the most stringent constraints on
ηMSPe come from observations at TeV scales. A recent study
of the globular cluster M15 by the MAGIC collaboration sug-
gests an efficiency less than 30% [84] for a power-law injec-
tion, though it should be noted the frequent stellar interaction
in the cluster may significantly suppress the particle produc-
tion by MSPs. [85]. Observational studies of TeV emission
around Galactic MSPs suggests that the value of ηMSPe might
be ∼10% [86]. Importantly, neither of these observations can
strongly constrain the efficiency at the GeV scales which are
most important for 150 MHz radio observations.
The lack of PWNe around MSPs makes it difficult to con-
4strain their non-thermal electron spectra. Previous studies
of non-thermal electron production of MSPs have used a di-
verse set of models [85, 87–94]. The most common spectral
model is a power-law with an exponential cutoff, dNe/dEe ∝
E−αe exp(−Ee/Ee,cut), with both parameters taking wide
ranges of values: α ' 1.5 − 2.5 and Ee,cut ' 1 − 105 GeV.
Another common approach is mono-energetic distributions
peaked at values∼ 10−105 GeV. In Ref. [95], the spectrum is
fit to simulations of electron escape in polar-cap models [96].
For our analysis, which uses radio emission at only one fre-
quency (150 MHz), changes in the electron spectrum and the
electron acceleration efficiency are degenerate. Thus, we ab-
sorb the uncertainty in the MSP spectral shape into the pa-
rameter ηMSPe , writing the total electron power from MSPs as
QMSPe = 2× 1037LMW38
(
M∗
1010M
)(
ηMSPe
ηγ
)
erg s−1.
(6)
While the contribution of MSPs is sub-dominant in typical
galaxies, it becomes important whenever
LMW38
(
ηMSPe
ηγ
)(
M∗
1010M
)(
ψ
1 M yr−1
)−1
>∼ 30. (7)
For galaxies with low specific SFR (sSFR; SFR/Mass), the
contribution of MSPs can even become dominant. Intrigu-
ingly, this is the region (M∗ > 109.5 M and ψ <
10−1 M yr−1) where LOFAR has identified a radio excess.
E. Modeling the Synchrotron Luminosity in SFGs
In previous subsections, we developed quantitative models
for the total electron power from each source class, but thus
far we have only qualitatively discussed the production of syn-
chrotron radiation from these populations. There are three ef-
fects at play. The first is the energy dependence of the electron
spectrum, which affects the fraction of the synchrotron power
that is emitted at 150 MHz. The critical frequency for syn-
chrotron radiation is given by
νc = 80
(
Ee
GeV
)2(
B
6 µG
)
MHz, (8)
which indicates that GeV-scale electrons are most efficient at
producing the 150 MHz radio emission studied here. The frac-
tion of the total electron power that is stored in 150 MHz
emitting electrons, χ150, strongly depends on the spectrum
injected by sources.
The second effect pertains to competitive electron energy-
loss mechanisms, including inverse-Compton scattering,
bremsstrahlung, and ionization. The relative contribution
of each component can be evaluated from their cooling
timescales (e.g., Ref [97]):
tsyn = 2.6× 108 yr ν−1/2150
(
B
6 µG
)−3/2
,
tIC = 2.3× 108 yr ν−1/2150
(
B
6 µG
)1/2 ( wISRF
1 eV cm−3
)−1
,
tbrems = 1.1× 108 yr
( ngas
0.3 cm−3
)−1
,
tion = 4.8× 108 yr ν1/2150
(
B
6 µG
)−1/2 ( ngas
0.3 cm−3
)−1
,
(9)
where ν150 is the observation frequency in the unit of
150 MHz and the assigned galactic properties correspond to
their average value over the cosmic-ray confinement volume.
Also, we assume that inverse-Compton scattering proceeds
in the Thomson regime, which is valid for GeV-scale elec-
trons. The total cooling time, tcool, is estimated from the
above terms:
1
tcool
=
1
tsyn
+
1
tIC
+
1
tbrems
+
1
tion
. (10)
The relative contribution of each target depends on the elec-
tron energy, as well as ngas,B, andwISRF. If we adopt typical
Milky Way parameters, e.g., ngas ' 0.3 cm−3,B ' 6 µG, and
wISRF ' 1 eV cm−3, then the electrons that produce 150 MHz
radio emission cool primarily via bremsstrahlung. In many
galaxies, however, the magnetic field in synchrotron-emitting
regions is found to be B ' 10 µG under the assumption of
cosmic rays and magnetic field equipartition [98] (see, how-
ever, an arguments against equipartition models in starburst
galaxies [99]), suggesting that synchrotron losses are impor-
tant. Our focus on quiescent galaxies may motivate adopting
target densities more consistent with massive elliptical galax-
ies that have lower gas densities, ∼ 10−2 cm−3 [100], so then
bremsstrahlung and ionization losses may become unimpor-
tant. However, the magnetic fields of these galaxies are not
tightly constrained. We stress that these parameter choices
are degenerate with the total cosmic-ray injection power nec-
essary to explain the radio luminosity, which is, itself, only
mildly constrained.
The third effect pertains to cosmic-ray escape, which com-
petes with each energy-loss process. In the Milky Way, mea-
surements of radioactive nuclei in the cosmic rays indicate
that GeV-scale cosmic rays are confined over a timescale of
tesc ∼ 108 yr [101, 102], which indicates that GeV lep-
tons lose most of their energy, although there are alternative
models that suggest much shorter escape times [103, 104].
We note that self-confinement near SNRs [105–110] and
PWNe [111] may be important. Specifically, the local dif-
fusion constant near cosmic-ray emission sources is strongly
suppressed due to the amplification of turbulent magnetic
fields produced by cosmic-ray particles. While the low gas
density within SNRs implies that relatively few cosmic-ray
protons interact during this period, the magnetic fields within
these regions can be high, leading to efficient electron energy
loss. In such a scenario, primary cosmic-ray electrons may
5efficiently produce synchrotron radiation, even in very small
galaxies that do not efficiently confine cosmic-rays within
their bulk.
The competition between cooling and escape set the life-
time of cosmic-rays in galaxies to be:
1
tlife
=
1
tesc
+
1
tcool
, (11)
which is related to the conversion efficiency of the injected
electron power to the synchrotron radiation as
fsyn =
tlife
tsyn
, (12)
which depends on the cosmic-ray confinement time, magnetic
field strength, and radiation/gas densities. Most naively, fsyn
is expected to be higher for more massive galaxies that confine
cosmic rays for longer times. In the following, we assume a
scaling between fsyn and M∗:
fsyn = αsyn
(
M∗
1010 M
)βsyn
. (13)
In steady state, the radio luminosity of an SFG is the prod-
uct of the injection rate of non-thermal electrons (Qe) and
fsyn. The total 150 MHz luminosity can be expressed as the
sum of contributions from different source classes:
L150 = fsyn
∑
s
χs150Q
s
e, (14)
where s denotes the source class, Qse is a function of ψ and
M∗ (Eqs. 1–2, 4, 6), and χs150 depends on the source electron
spectrum and the galactic magnetic field.
Combining Eqs. (1)–(4), (6) and (13)–(14), we represent
the components of the radio luminosity with the following
functional forms:
L150 ∝Mβsyn∗ ψ : SNR primary (and normal pulsars)
L150 ∝Mβsyn∗ ψ1+βpp : SNR secondary
L150 ∝M1+βsyn∗ : MSP
(15)
In Sec. IV, we use these to fit the LOFAR data and constrain
the free parameters in our model.
Finally, we note that low-frequency radio emission can be
affected by free-free absorption by ionized gas. The critical
frequency where the free-free optical depth equals unity is:
νff = 7 MHz
(
Te
104 K
)−1.35/2.1( ∫
nenidl
100 cm−6 pc
)1/2.1
,
(16)
where Te is the electron temperature, ne and ni are the den-
sity of electrons and ions, and the integral is taken along the
line of sight. For typical galactic densities, the 150 MHz radio
emission is not affected, a result that is confirmed observa-
tionally [112–116]. However, in dense starburst galaxies, this
can significantly reduce the 150 MHz luminosity [117, 118].
III. DATA ANALYSIS
In this section, we develop a method for comparing our
models with the LOFAR data. First, in Sec. III A, we briefly
describe the dataset used in this work, and then in Sec. III B,
we introduce our fitting methodology.
A. Dataset
We utilize the flux densities, SFRs, and stellar masses of
15088 galaxies analyzed by G18. We refer the reader to
Ref. [39] for critical information regarding search strategies,
catalog choices, and instrumental systematics, but summarize
the key features here. G18 obtained flux density measure-
ments for these sources from the HATLAS/NGP field survey,
spanning the redshift range 0 < z < 0.6, and then utilized a
multi-step process to isolate SFGs.
First, they identified radio-loud AGN by utilizing the ra-
dio source catalog constructed by Ref. [119]. Then, they
divided the remaining sources into SFGs, Composite Sys-
tems, Seyferts, LINERs, and Ambiguous sources, utilizing
a modified BPT-diagram focused on four emission lines:
[NII]λ6584, [SII]λ6717, Hβ, OIIIλ5007, and Hα. The ne-
cessity of a clear detection for each emission line sets a flux
threshold that weights the sample toward systems observed
at z <∼ 0.25. They fit multi-wavelength photometric data
with the MAGPHYS code to derive SFRs (averaged over the
last 100 Myr) and the galactic stellar mass. Sources with bad
MAGPHYS fits were removed from the analysis. In the end,
3907 SFGs were analyzed by Ref. [39], and we use the same
population in the following.
B. Model Comparison
To examine the role that MSPs play in the production of
150 MHz radio emission, we produce several models utiliz-
ing the source classes described in Secs. II A through II D.
First, we follow G18 and utilize a straightforward model for
the radio-SFR correlation:
Lmodel = αψβ , (17)
where β is the index of the correlation, α is a normalization
factor, and Lmodel is the expected 150 MHz radio luminosity.
For an alternative model, we add a mass-dependent term.
Lmodel = αψβMγ∗ . (18)
In addition to these two empirical models, we construct two
physically motivated models based on the source classes dis-
cussed in Secs. II A through II D. The first has only terms de-
pending on the prompt SFR, and thus has a functional form:
Lmodel = (a1ψ + a2ψ
βpp)M
βsyn∗ , (19)
6In the second, we add a contribution from MSPs including a
mass-dependent component:
Lmodel = [a1ψ + a2ψ
βpp + a3M∗]M
βsyn∗ . (20)
To reduce the number of free parameters, we fix βpp = 0.18
based on gamma-ray observations, noting that this choice does
not affect our conclusions.
Finally, multiple confounding variables may also affect the
radio flux in any given galaxy, including additional sources
(e.g., sub-dominant AGN activity), or additional sinks (e.g.,
dense gas). Thus, we introduce an intrinsic dispersion into
our model to account for the impact of outliers. Specifically,
we assume a probability distribution for the radio luminosity
that follows a Gaussian distribution defined as:
Pi(L) =
1√
2piσ2
exp
(
−|L− L
model|2
2σ2
)
, (21)
where we define σ to be a combination of the measured un-
certainty for each source and a modeling error. Quantita-
tively, we set σ2 = (cLmodel)2 + L2err, where c is a free pa-
rameter that accounts for the intrinsic model dispersion and
Lerr is the 1σ measurement error. We obtain best-fit pa-
rameters by minimizing the negative of the log-likelihood,
− lnL = −∑i log(Pi), where the summation is taken for all
sample SFGs. We utilize the IMINUIT code [120] to find the
best-fit model and calculate the error matrix for each model
parameter. To calculate the best-fit parameters and likelihood
values, we use the units [1023 W Hz−1] for the radio luminos-
ity and [1010 M] for the stellar mass. Notice that while this
affects the total quoted likelihood, it does not affect the differ-
ence of the log-likelihood values, ∆LG(L), among different
models.
Many studies of the radio-FIR correlation have analyzed the
logarithmic correlation between each luminosity, using loga-
rithmic error bars that relate to the fractional flux of the signal.
Here, however, we utilize the true luminosity, because about
20% of the SFGs in our study have best-fit luminosities that
are negative (due to instrumental or systematic issues). If a
full likelihood profile were available for the measured radio
luminosity of each source, either choice should give the same
final results. However, as G18 quote only 1σ error bars, the
choice of calculating likelihood profiles in linear or logarith-
mic space can affect the final answer. In Appendix A, we
analyze the data by utilizing a fit to the log-luminosity and
analyzing only sources with positive luminosity. We find that
our main conclusions are unchanged.
Finally, in our best-fit models, we find that 11 sources have
a value of − lnL larger than 50, representing a 7σ rejection
of our models for these sources. In each case, this stems from
a source that is significantly brighter than our model predic-
tion. Because alternative methods of producing bright radio
emission (such as undetected AGN and galaxy interactions)
may be present, we remove such sources from our fit so that
they do not bias the relationship. In Appendix B, we include
these sources and show that this treatment does not alter our
conclusions.
IV. RESULTS
In this section, we present the results of our analysis. In
Sec. IV A, we fit the data with empirical power-law models,
showing that the inclusion of a mass dependence is signifi-
cantly preferred but it still fails to fit the low-SFR data. In
Sec. IV B, we analyze physically-motivated models and show
that the inclusion of MSPs significantly improves the fit to
sources in low-SFR and high-mass regime. In Sec. IV C, we
discuss the viability of MSP scenario based on the best-fit pa-
rameters.
A. Testing the Simple Scaling Models
We first analyze and compare our simple scaling models
(Eqs. 17 and 18) with the LOFAR data. The goal of this por-
tion of the analysis is to determine whether total galaxy mass
plays an important role in determining the observed radio lu-
minosity.
Figure 1 shows the correlation between the radio luminos-
ity and SFR, splitting our results into four mass bins. The
orange points and error bars show the measured radio fluxes
and uncertainties for individual SFGs in our sample. The SFR
and stellar mass for each SFG are determined from MAG-
PHYS fits [39, 41]. The gray and blue points correspond to
the predicted best-fit values for these same SFGs, based on
our models (theoretical uncertainties are discussed below).
This analysis shows that a simple scaling between the
SFR and the observed radio luminosity (Eq. 17) systemati-
cally underpredicts the radio luminosity in galaxies with star-
formation rates smaller than∼ 0.1M yr−1. Adding a depen-
dence on mass (Eq. 18) adds a large scatter to the radio-SFR
correlation and improves the fit.
We note that our likelihood function includes a significant
dispersion (see Eq. 21) that is not represented on this plot.
This implies that it would be possible for the model with only
ψ-scaling to provide an equally good fit to the LOFAR data,
even though the ψ + M∗ model appears to better match the
data in the figure. This could happen in a scenario where the
dispersion in the LOFAR data is not related to the galactic
mass. We examine this scenario as follows.
In Table I, we calculate the mass dependence in the LO-
FAR data by comparing the log-likelihood fits of each model.
We find that the addition of a mass-dependent term improves
the quality of fit to the radio data by ∆LG(L) = 838, cor-
responding to a >∼40σ detection of mass dependence in the
radio-SFR correlation. If we restrict our analysis to only qui-
escent galaxies (132 have sSFR less than 10−11 yr−1), we still
improve the fit to the data by ∆LG(L) = 212. This is notable,
because this cut includes only 3% of the galaxy counts (and
is often biased towards galaxies with the largest radio uncer-
tainties), but contributes nearly 25% of the total improvement
to the log-likelihood. This indicates that the mass dependence
of the radio-SFR correlation is most pronounced in galaxies
with the lowest current SFRs.
These results are consistent with those of G18, which also
found a correlation between luminosity and stellar mass (see
7FIG. 1. The 150 MHz luminosity distribution of SFGs as a function of SFR (this and M∗ for each source are derived with MAGPHYS). The
sample is split into four mass bins as labeled. Orange (circle) points show the observed LOFAR 150 MHz luminosities and 1σ errorbars.
Gray (cross) and blue (plus sign) points are the best-fit luminosities predicted by the scaling relations (Eqs. 17 and 18). The model with mass
dependence (blue) fits better than prediction by SFR alone (gray), though neither can sufficiently explain low-SFR bright sources.
their Fig. 9). However, our results indicate that even in models
that include a mass-dependent term, the predictions of scaling
models tend to underestimate the radio luminosity of quies-
cent galaxies in a systematic fashion.
In Table II, we show the best-fit parameters for both sim-
ple scaling models. In our default model, we obtain β = 0.98,
close to the value of unity predicted from the radio-SFR cor-
relation. In our mass-dependent model, β drops to 0.70, an
indication that there is degeneracy between the mass and star-
formation rate, as expected. The model dispersion, c, is found
to be ∼1.5 for both models, which suggests that the data has
an intrinsic variation that spans a factor of ∼5 at the ∼3σ
level. This provides additional evidence that simple scaling
models cannot explain bright low-SFR sources. The best-fit
parameters derived in our work are similar to those in G18.
B. Testing the Physical Models
Figure 2 compares the two physical models for radio emis-
sion, described in Eqs. (19) and (20), with observations. Com-
pared to our simple scaling models, the SNR-only model
TABLE I. Values of − lnL for different models. We show the sum
of all SFGs (middle) and of low-sSFR SFGs (< 10−11 yr−1, right).
All Sources Low sSFR
(N = 3896) (N = 132)
Scaling (ψ; Eq. 17) -391.4 258.4
Scaling (ψ and M ; Eq. 18) -1229.4 46.6
Model (SNR only; Eq. 19) -894.5 209.5
Model (SNR + MSP; Eq. 20) -1419.1 -69.3
(light blue, squares) has two additional degrees of freedom,
including separate contributions from primary and secondary
electrons (with different ψ-dependences), as well as a slight
mass dependence relating to the efficiency of synchrotron pro-
duction. However, this model is still incapable of explaining
the bright radio emission from low-SFR sources, implying
that the mass-dependent changes in the synchrotron prodcu-
tion efficiency are unlikely to explain the observed trend in
the data.
Our final model includes a contribution from MSPs, with
8FIG. 2. Same as Fig. 1, but for two physically-motivated models (Eqs. 19 and 20). Light blue (square) points show the model that only includes
SNR contribution, which cannot fit the low-SFR data. Black (star) points show the predictions when MSPs are included, which significantly
improves the fit to the LOFAR data.
TABLE II. Best-fit parameters for our simple scaling models. In
parentheses, we show the best-fit values obtained in G18.
α β γ c
ψ 0.115 0.976 - 1.51
(0.115) (1.07) - -
ψ and M∗ 0.124 0.702 0.422 1.41
(0.135) (0.77) (0.43) -
a total flux that depends exclusively on the total galactic
mass (black, star). Intriguingly, this significantly improves
our fit to the radio data, particularly among among the pop-
ulation of quiescent galaxies. In Table I, we find that this
model improves the log-likelihood fit by 525, producing a
32σ preference for this model compared to the SNR-only
model. Restricting our analysis to only galaxies with low
sSFR (< 10−11 yr−1), we still find a log-likelihood improve-
ment of 279, corresponding to a 23σ detection even among
only the 132 least luminous sources.
We note that our physical SNR-only model provide a worse
fit (by a log-likelihood of ∼306) than our simple scaling
model that depends on ψ andM∗, even though the SNR model
has an extra degree of freedom. This is due to the fact that the
scaling model prefers a power of ψ that is smaller than one.
Such a scenario is incompatible with the assumption of our
SNR-only model, because the power of ψ is fixed to either 1.0
or 1.18 for primary (secondary) components. This indicates
that SN driven physics (with an input power that is at least
linearly dependent on ψ) is unlikely to drive the radio excess
in quiescent galaxies. Additional factors, such as a competi-
tive energy-loss process (like a cosmic-ray escape component
that depends strongly on ψ) would be necessary to explain this
data. However, this is not observed in bright SFGs, where the
radio-FIR relation is found to be steeper than linear.
In Table III, we list best-fit parameters for our physical
models. The normalization for the secondary term, a2, is
found to be unphysically small for the SNR-only model. This
can be understood based on the preference of our scaling
model (with ψ and M∗) for a best-fit value β < 1. Among
the two terms that scale as ψ and ψ1.18, the best-fit model
would only require the first term. This result indicates that
our standard SNR model may be unable to provide a good fit
to the data. Interestingly, we note that the SNR+MSP model
predicts a value of a2 that is physically reasonable.
9TABLE III. Best-fit parameters for our models.
a1 a2 a3 βsyn c
SNR only 0.110 2.00e-10 - 0.285 1.46
SNR+MSP 0.035 0.031 0.036 0.106 1.39
We should note that there are also sources that are signif-
icantly less luminous than our model predictions. However,
our models would also predict significant dispersion in the ra-
dio luminosity of individual SFGs, which may explain these
sources.
In particular, in some systems fsyn may be small due to
either efficient escape, a strong radiation field, a high gas den-
sity, or a weak magnetic field, all of which can lower the syn-
chrotron signal. In addition, free-free absorption may signif-
icantly reduce the radio flux in galaxies with high gas densi-
ties. Some LOFAR sources even have radio luminosities that
are negative, a clear indication of systematic or instrumental
effects that are not included in our model. We also note that,
contrary to very dim sources, bright sources are difficult to
explain sorely by a variation in fsyn, because it cannot exceed
100%. Finally, we speculate that the star-formation history of
each galaxy could stochastically change the total energetics
from the population of MSPs, although exact assessment of
this effect is difficult.
Our analysis shows that current LOFAR data strongly favor
a physical model with mass-dependent cosmic-ray injection
(as is clear from Figure. 2). Next, we discuss the validity of
the MSP model based on our best-fit parameters.
C. Interpretation of Results
In the previous section, we have shown that the LOFAR
data strongly prefers a physical model that includes at least
one emission term that depends only on the galaxy mass. In
Sec. II D, we noted that a model including MSP-accelerated
electrons would predict such a feature. This does not, how-
ever, prove that MSPs are the physical source of the excess
radio emission. In this section, we show that such a scenario
is possible, and, in fact, that current data suggests that MSPs
can power bright radio emission with an intensity that is con-
sistent with the excess.
By combining Eqs. (6), (14), (13) and the third term in
Eq. (20), we can write the intensity of radio emission from
MSPs as:
a3 =
4
3
χMSP150 αsynη
MSP
e L
MW
38 , (22)
where a3 is best-fit parameter of the MSP contribution in
Eq. (1), χMSP150 is the ratio of the 150 MHz-emitting electron
power to the total electron power, and the factor 4/3 arises
from the conversion from W Hz−1 to erg s−1 at 150 MHz.
We note that the electron power in the 150 MHz window is
calculated over ∆ lnEe = 0.5, as the luminosity is calculated
by integrating the flux density over ∆ ln ν = 1.
The radio spectral index of galaxies is approximately
Fν ∝ ν−0.7 near GHz frequencies and flattens to Fν ∝ ν−0.5
near 100 MHz, which is likely caused by cooling and propa-
gation effects [112–116]. This translates to a steady-state dif-
ferential electron spectrum of E−2.4e above a few GeV and
E−2.0e below that. Adopting this spectral shape for electrons,
we obtain χMSP150 ∼ 0.1, a value that only weakly depends on
the spectral break and minimum electron energy.
The efficiency of synchrotron emission, αsyn, may also de-
pend on galaxy properties (see Eq. 13). For simplicity, we
adopt typical Milky Way parameters to estimate the energy-
loss timescales. We also assume that massive galaxies are
calorimetric to cosmic-ray leptons, as is the case in the Milky
Way [49]. Under these assumptions, we obtain αsyn ∼ 0.2,
which gives us:
ηMSPe ' 1(LMW38 )−1. (23)
Thus, we find that the best-fit normalization of the MSP
contribution (a3 = 0.036) does not violate the total power of
the MSP population. However, since LMW38 ∼ 1, this relation
implies that our model does require the majority (ηMSPe ∼ 1)
of the MSP spindown power to be injected into electrons. This
might initially appear worrisome, as some previous estimates
have utilized efficiencies of ηMSPe ∼ ηγ ∼ 0.1. However,
there has (to date) been no study validating these assumptions.
Additionally, there are a number of uncertainties in our
modeling that may significantly affect this result. Most impor-
tantly, the energetics of galactic MSPs are unknown. In this
study, we utilized the total gamma-ray luminosity of MSPs
normalized to Milky Way observations. However, our MSP
models are expected to dominate only in galaxies with low-
SFRs and high masses, which may have different star forma-
tion histories than the Milky Way. Notably, if we instead
chose to normalize our results to M31, which has proper-
ties more consistent with quiescent galaxies (a larger stellar
mass and a smaller SFR [121, 122]), the necessary MSP effi-
ciency would decrease by up to a factor of ∼4. Also, because
the gamma-ray emission from MSP magnetosphere may be
beamed, only some fraction of Galactic MSPs, fb, can be ob-
served from the Earth. Although this fraction is often assumed
to be fb = 1 for gamma-ray pulsars, the actual value could be
smaller by a factor of ∼2 [123], which would decrease the
required ηMSPe by a factor of 1/fb. These (among other) un-
certainties could significantly lower the necessary efficiencies
to ∼10% level.
In addition to observational uncertainties that may make
the MSP efficiency smaller than what our model predicts,
we note that a large e+e− efficiency in MSPs is consistent
with our current understanding of pulsar physics. Observa-
tions indicate that roughly 10% of the MSP spin-down power
is converted into gamma-ray emission within the magneto-
sphere, while a negligible fraction of the total spin-down
power is converted to radio, and the remaining power is car-
ried primarily by e+e− pairs, the magnetic field, and possi-
bly protons. Although we lack knowledge concerning the en-
ergetics of the MSP pulsar wind, in the case of young pul-
sars, it is established that more than ∼90% of the spindown
power is converted to pulsar-wind electrons before they create
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PWNe [124].
Observationally, the constraints on GeV-scale MSP emis-
sion are not strong. Ref. [89] found that e+e− efficiencies
up to 90% can be reconciled with MSP models of the galac-
tic center excess (see, however, [86]). Intriguingly, studies
of GeV emission from the Galactic bulge by Ref. [125] find
that the inverse-Compton flux exceeds standard predictions by
more than a factor of 20, requiring a bright new source of en-
ergetic electrons. At the TeV scale, a stacking analysis of 24
MSPs observed at TeV energies by the HAWC telescope pro-
vided 2.6–3.2σ evidence of TeV MSP emission, a result which
would require a high efficiency for TeV e+e− pair produc-
tion from MSPs [86]. We note that observations of globular
clusters in very-high-energy gamma rays suggest efficiencies
below ∼ 10% [84, 91]. However, this result assumes partic-
ularly optimistic models for particle propagation within glob-
ular clusters (a Bohmian diffusion model), which has yet to
be verified. Extrapolating this result to GeV energies also de-
pends sensitively on spectral assumptions.
In light of these points, we conclude that MSPs can be ef-
ficient e+e− accelerators. The necessity of an O(1) e+e−
efficiency may stretch current modeling. However, multiple
uncertainties in MSP population modeling may significantly
lower the necessarily efficiencies in models of the radio ex-
cess. Furthermore, no observation rules out efficiencies as
high as ∼90%. Next, we discuss the implications and further
tests of the model.
V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we propose that MSPs can significantly con-
tribute to the radio flux in quiescent galaxies, dominating the
low-end tail of the radio-SFR correlation. We show that mod-
els including an MSP contribution significantly improve the
fit to LOFAR radio data, explaining the observed excess in
low-SFR, high-mass galaxies. Finally, we show that the en-
ergetics of our model are consistent with current observations
and models of MSP activity. Our results have several implica-
tions.
A. Radio-SFR (Radio-FIR) Correlation
Previous studies of the radio-FIR correlation have found a
striking continuation of power-law behavior over many orders
of magnitude in galactic star-formation rate (e.g., Refs. [6,
9, 10, 31]). This has been attributed to a variety of factors,
the sum of which has been labeled a “conspiracy” in the low-
SFR behavior of the relationship. LOFAR data, on the other
hand, appear to provide evidence for a break in that relation-
ship among high-mass, low-SFR galaxies, and our interpre-
tation offers yet another complicating factor that may shift
this relationship from its linear functional form. Our model
predicts that future observations of the radio-SFR correlation
by LOFAR, as well as next-generation telescopes like SKA,
will more clearly identify excess radio emission in high-mass
galaxies that do not host AGN.
The tightness of the radio-FIR correlation has raised an ex-
pectation that the radio continuum emission can serve as a
robust SFR tracer that is not affected by dust extinction. Our
analysis suggests that the extrapolation of radio-SFR corre-
lation to low sSFR sources may be insecure, and that future
studies of radio emission in low-SFR galaxies should include
MSP contributions. Alternatively, more detailed studies of the
time-evolution of the MSP population and how it contributes
to the galactic radio luminosity may allow radio measure-
ments to inform measurements of star-formation histories in
quiescent galaxies.
Finally, the LOFAR data have also been used to per-
form direct studies of the radio-FIR correlation in 150 MHz
band [40]. Based on our results, one would expect excess ra-
dio emission for sources that have low FIR luminosity. This
is not clearly seen in the data (though the uncertainties in the
FIR luminosities for these sources are large). We speculate
that this suggests another “conspiracy” in the radio-FIR corre-
lation. For massive galaxies, the radio luminosity is enhanced
due to MSPs, and the FIR is also enhanced by the heating
of interstellar dust by old stellar populations. Indeed, multi-
ple studies have shown that intermediate and old stellar pop-
ulations can produce significant IR emission even for galax-
ies with little star formation [126, 127]. This new conspiracy
might be important for future studies.
B. Bright Radio/Gamma-Ray Emission from the Bulge of Disk
Galaxies
Although AGN have been removed from the LOFAR sam-
ple using BPT-diagram diagnostics, potential radio contribu-
tions from relatively-dim supermassive black holes cannot be
ruled out. This scenario is particularly troubling, because su-
permassive black hole masses have been found to correlate
with the total galaxy mass [128], providing an alternative ex-
planation for the mass dependence detected in our model (see
also G18).
However, nearby, spatially resolved galaxies provide an ex-
cellent opportunity to differentiate these scenarios and study
the contribution of MSPs to galactic radio emission. If the
radio flux is dominantly from AGN, we would expect emis-
sion only from the galactic core, and would potentially expect
variable emission. On the other hand, MSPs emission would
be more extended (although it can be significantly enhanced
in the bulge region) and should show no variability.
In addition, observations indicate that LMXBs and MSPs
are highly overabundant in dense regions, such as globular
clusters, compared to their average formation rate through-
out the Milky Way plane [129]. Therefore, cross-correlating
diffuse radio emission with globular clusters may provide ev-
idence for an MSP origin of the radio excess.
Intriguingly, there are several nearby galaxies that host
both large LMXB populations and also have bright diffuse
radio excesses, most notably M31 [78, 130, 131]. Notably,
Ref. [131] determined the M31 bulge to be powered by an
electron injection of ∼ 1039 erg s−1, while the SNR popu-
lation was expected to injection only ∼ 5 × 1037 erg s−1.
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Utilizing a M∗ = 4 × 1010 M stellar mass for the M31
bulge [70], our model predicts that MSPs inject an electron
flux of ∼ 8ηMSPe × 1038 erg s−1, explaining the majority of
the electron power.
Variations in the radio-FIR correlation are also seen across
the M81 galaxy, with excess radio emission (compared to the
Galactic average of Ref. [10]) found outside of active star-
bursts [132].
C. Implications for Gamma-Ray and Cosmic-Ray
Astrophysics
Finally, our results suggest that MSPs may efficiently con-
vert a large fraction of their spin-down power into GeV-
scale e+e− pairs. Because MSPs do not include compact
pulsar wind nebulae, these e+e− pairs must escape into the
ISM, where they subsequently cool via a combination of
synchrotron (producing radio emission) and inverse-Compton
scattering/bremsstrahlung (producing gamma-ray emission).
The ratio of these components depends sensitively on the
galactic environment.
Recent observations have found a bright excess in GeV
gamma-ray emission from the Galactic center of the Milky
Way galaxy [133, 134]. The most convincing explanations
for this excess consist of dark matter annihilation [133, 134]
or the production of GeV gamma-ray emission within MSP
magnetospheres [135–137]. Our model predicts that any such
MSP population will be accompanied by a bright inverse-
Compton emission in the Milky Way bulge.
The impact of such a scenario on the interpretation of the
Galactic center excess is unclear. At GeV energies, there is
some evidence for excess inverse-Compton emission in the
Milky Way bulge. In particular, models by the Fermi-LAT
collaboration required that the normalization of the inverse-
Compton scattering emission from the inner regions of the
Milky Way was ∼20 times brighter than standard Galprop
predictions (which, notably, do not include any cosmic-ray in-
jection in the Galactic center region) [125]. Alternative mod-
els that do include significant hadronic cosmic-ray injection
near the Galactic center include more modest enhancements
to the leptonic emission [138].
Our results suggest that GeV-scale e+e− from MSPs can
significantly contribute to the background gamma-ray emis-
sion from the Galactic center, a scenario which may be com-
patible with MSP models for the Galactic center excess. On
the contrary, if the MSP-induced ICS emission continues to
TeV energies, the lack of bright TeV emission within the
Galactic bulge would place a strong constraint on the contri-
bution of beamed MSP emission to the Galactic center excess
at GeV energies [86].
If MSPs do produce bright TeV gamma rays via inverse-
Compton scattering, a number of Milky Way MSPs are ex-
pected to be local and powerful enough to be seen by current
and future TeV telescopes such as HAWC and CTA [86]. Such
sources could contribute to the recently discovered population
of “TeV Halos” discovered by TeV gamma-ray observations
around nearby pulsars like Geminga and Monogem [57, 139],
now also observed at GeV energies [140]. Importantly, un-
like normal pulsars, MSPs lack associated SNRs and PWNe,
which remain a confounding factor in assessing both the lu-
minosity and morphology of TeV halos. The existence of TeV
halo emission surrounding an MSP population would have
important implications for our understanding of cosmic-ray
propagation near bright TeV emission sources [111].
As an efficient e+e− accelerator, MSPs may produce a
substantial contribution to the local e+e− flux, potentially
contributing to the positron excess observed by PAMELA
and AMS-02 [141, 142]. While some recent analyses, e.g.,
Ref. [143] argued that single MSPs explain only a few-percent
of the excess, these results assumed electron production effi-
ciencies of only a few percent. On the other hand, Ref. [88]
used an efficiency of 50% from spindown power to e+e− pairs
and found that MSPs can significantly contribute to the ob-
served cosmic-ray electron and positron flux. As our analysis
provides additional evidence supporting high e+e− efficien-
cies in MSPs, it supports scenarios where MSPs significantly
contribute to the positron excess.
Finally, even in low-SFR galaxies that are supposed to have
little astrophysical emission, e+e− pairs from MSPs may pro-
duce bright radio and gamma-ray emission. This can be addi-
tional source of background emission for indirect searches of
dark matters. In this context, the contribution from MSPs are
evaluated in Ref. [71], but they only consider direct gamma-
ray emission from the magnetosphere. Our results suggest
that pulsar-wind e+e− could significantly contribute to the
background emission, potentially making additional factor of
confusion for future dark-matter searches. Due to the small
size of dwarf galaxies, the lumninosity of such a compo-
nent might depend on the ability for MSPs to self-confine
their own cosmic-ray electron population (as in, e.g., TeV ha-
los) [86, 111].
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Appendix A: Log-Luminosity
In the main text, we fit our model against the luminosity
values and uncertainties for each source using a linear fit to
the data. This was due to the fact that some sources have neg-
ative best-fit values due to instrumental or systematic issues.
Here, we re-analyze the data after taking the logarithm of the
luminosity values and uncertainties, producing a probability
model given by:
Pi(L) =
1√
2piσ2logL
exp
(
−| log(L)− log(L
model)|2
2σ2logL
)
,
(A1)
where σlogL is a free parameter. In this analysis, we use only
the 3215 sources that have positive best-fit luminosities. In
Table IV, we calculate − lnL for each model, verifying that
the SNR+MSP model fits significantly better than other mod-
els. These values cannot be directly compared with those in
Table I because the definitions of Pi are different. In partic-
ular, while the 1σ error in the uncertainty of each source is
identical in both the linear and logarithmic constructions, the
likelihood function for any other offset between the modeled
and measured source flux will differ.
In Table V, we show the best-fit parameters, showing that
they are also not significantly changed, and thus the main
physical features of our model are robust to this choice.
TABLE IV. Values of − lnL for different models for the case when
we use log-luminosity (Eq. A1).
All Sources Low sSFR
(N = 3215) (N = 108)
Scaling (ψ; Eq. 17) 2704 356.7
Scaling (ψ and M ; Eq. 18) 2193 193.3
Model (SNR only; Eq. 19) 2400 384.0
Model (SNR + MSP; Eq. 20) 2050 117.4
TABLE V. Best-fit parameters when we use log-luminosity (Eq. A1).
α β γ σlogL
Scaling(ψ) 0.108 0.973 - 0.561
Scaling(ψ and M ) 0.127 0.665 0.530 0.479
a1 a2 a3 βsyn σlogL
Model (SNR only) 0.119 1.06e-9 - 0.351 0.351
Model (SNR+MSP) 0.031 0.046 0.026 0.199 0.458
Appendix B: Bright Sources
In the main text, we removed from our analysis several
outliers hat had radio luminosities that significantly exceeded
model predictions. This is well justified, because other emis-
sion sources (e.g, AGN) or additional effects (e.g., galaxy in-
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FIG. 3. The distribution of − lnL for each SFG. For the scaling
model with ψ (top, yellow), there is one source that has − lnL =
989, which is not shown in this histogram.
teractions) may produce radio excesses that do not correlate
with recent or historic star formation.
In Table VI, we show the values of − lnL for each model
in a scenario where we do not discard these outliers. This
confirms that the SNR+MSP models still provide the best
fit. However, a comparison of these fits against those in Ta-
ble I indicates that our fits are highly affected by several very
bright sources. In Fig. 3, we show the distribution of the log-
likelihood value for individual sources. While most of sources
have − lnL smaller than 10, some individual sources have
− lnL more than 50 or even 100. These sources dominate the
sum of log-likelihood fit, which could potentially affect our
results.
Repeating our analysis, we have verified that our conclu-
sions are unchanged if we set the upper limit for outlier re-
moval to log-likliehood values of 100, 25, and 12.5. In all
cases, the SNR+MSP model is favored over any other model
by 2∆ lnL > 196. The best-fit parameters remain largely
unchanged.
TABLE VI. Values of − lnL for different models for the case when
we include all 3097 sources in our analysis.
All Sources Low sSFR
(N = 3907) (N = 137)
Scaling (ψ; Eq. 17) 2625.7 566.3
Scaling (ψ and M ; Eq. 18) -213.4 17.9
Model (SNR only; Eq. 19) 375.2 312.4
Model (SNR + MSP; Eq. 20) -580.6 -32.0
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